
MULTI INSERT PANEL 1.0
27-01973A

FE AT U R E S
* Attaches with duffel buckles inside 

the Specialist backpacks in the hole 
bands.

* Can be attached on three sides or 
just on one side.

* Handle in the top that can be used 
for carrying or hanging the insert 
panel.

* Outside covered with Velcro loop 
fabric so insert pouches can be 
attached

* The Multi insert panel is reinforced 
with a 1 mm plastic sheet to make it 
stiff and strong.

* Holes Sare punched into the Multi 
insert panel where elastic cords can 
be threaded to secure items.

 Eight elastic cords are included in 
the Multi panel.

* A heating blanket can be stored 
behind the Multi insert panel .

MAT E R I A L
Fabric 100% Polyamide
Webbing: 100% polyester.

S I Z E S
27-01973A24-040 for 40L specialist 
backpack

27-01973A24-030 for 30L specialist 
backpack

PRODUCT SHEET: MULTI INSERT PANEL 1.0 A

 A Velcro panel for insert pouches with holes for elastic strings makes it easy to 
keep order in your specialist backpacks.
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Eight elastic cords are included with 
the Multi insert panel that can be 
threaded in the holes in the panel.

The insert pouches with hook Velcro 
covered bottoms, can be attached 
on both sides of the Multi insert 
panel, even when the elastic cords 
are used.

The insert pouch set for the 40L 
Specialist backpack attached to the 
40L Multi insert panelR.

The 30L Specialist backpack with a 
30L Multi insert panel attached on 
one side.
This makes it possible to open it up 
like a book, and also use the back of 
the Multi insert panel.

And this is the 40L Multi insert 
panel with different items secured 
under the elastic cords.

The insert pouch set for the 30L 
Specialist backpack.

Different items that you want to 
keep ready can be secured under 
the elastic cords.
This is the 30L multi insert panel.

The insert pouch set for the 30L 
Specialist backpack.

The 30L Specialist backpack with a 
30L Multi insert panel attached on 
three sides.
The insert pouch set for the 30L 
Specialist backpack is also included 
in the picture.


